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Advene tickets to tha "Hop" will be
sold Wednesday nd Thursday aftar-noon- s,
12:4 to 2:30, in Student
Union lounge. Early man get best
choice.
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t BLOOD UNITS FLAM TO 'OPERATE FROM
HYGEIA; PLEA FOR 190 STUDENT DONORS

k
U

Senate Revises
Social Program

1

Dorms

Combine Dances

Open Houses Will
Head Activities

f

li.

Confusion and changes because of
the war have resulted in some changes
being made in the schedule for events
this semester.
Open houses head the list of social
activities with two being held tomorrow night. The girls are the first to
hold them since the boys are still
- mainly in - confusion - as a result of
moving.
The date of the Gum Shoe Hop
has. been changed this year and instead of coming on the traditional
Washington's birthday date, it will
be held on Lincoln's birthday. One
hig play is scheduled, "Arsenic and
Old Lace".
No Bands Available
,
Dances will be fewer than usual,
partly because orchestras are harder
to get since the war, and partly because some of the big dances were held
last semester in order to permit the
seniors who graduated in December to
attend. Third and Seventh are the
only two Kenarden sections to have
dances scheduled for this semester.
The juniors have combined with the
sophomores this year resulting in only
"one format instead of the usual two. "
Sophs Formal
Several of the girls' clubs, are
planning to have dances, but Hoover
is the only girl's dormitory to have
a dance still on the fire. Both
k
and Holden had their formats the
first semester. The year's social season
will be brought to a close as usual by
the Spring Formal which will come
on Apr. 16 this year. Commencement
follows on May 10.
(Continued on Page 4)
Bab-coc-

"Double or Nothing", the tale of
the woes and worries of two yourJ
men who have aspirations to be a
team in the big city, will
make its debut in the Wooster Little
Theatre with a
stand, FriIda Krehm, whom' Olin Dowries of day and Saturday evenings, ' Feb. 12
the New York Times, called an
and 13, as the 1943 presentation of
young virtuoso and musi- the annual Gum Shoe Hop.
cian", will be presented on FebT 1 57
The two, Johnny Vincent (Scott
at the College chapel by the Wooster Leonard) and his buddy, Vic McGoon
Cooperative Concert Association.
(John Stalker) finally work out a soluBorn in Toronto, Canada, where she
tion to their1 trials with the aid of
began lariating pianistic honors at the Anne (Dorothy
Dunlap) and Aunt
age of eleven, this
Rachel Pratt (Janis Howe.)
artist is awakening
The routine chorus has been writwider and wider spheres to her conten and directed by Marian Saunders
summate artistry, an inevitability which
and Margaret Lucy Reed. CollaboraTorontonians long realized was her
tors with script and music are Fred
destiny.
Stead and Rachel Shobert.
Miss Krehm was first swept into
Prior to the year 1914 no special
prominence when she walked off in
celebration
was held on Washington's
three weeks time lsth the three major
birthday.
That
year the students gathAmerican awards:
the Walter W.
the
chapel
ered
in
to hear the reading
Naumburg Foundation - Award, the
of
Washington
Irving's
"Life of
National Federation of Music Clubs'
George
Washington",
procedure
a
prize, and the coveted Schubert Memorial Award, with the resultant honor recommended by the faculty but not
of three solo appearances with the sanctioned by them since students did
Philadelphiaorchestra, under the di- not arrive at classes at the scheduled
time.
rection of Eugene Ormandy.
quiet-mannere-

lovely-to-look--

d,

at

,

N o w . an American citizen, Ida
Krehm has speared a constellation of
reviews "triumphant in every instance"
to paraphrase what the Detroit Free
Press wrote about the artist herself.
The Chicago Daily -- Tribune,-whose
eminent critic never, minces words recorded that "Miss Krehm is magnificent." "With a world of technique,
(Continued on Page 4)

Seven Wooster
Girls Will Train
Curtis-Wrig-

club

following year, Feb 22, 1915, as a
benefit party to aid in financing Color
Day. The faculty and students, dressed
in their oldest clothes with tennis shoes
for footwear (hence, 'gum' shoe),
came and made merry, the feature of
the evening being a cracker-eatincontest by the professors."

of a musical
conceived through student

ht

Seven Wooster girls have been acCorporacepted by tle Curtis-Wrigtion for a period of ten month's train,
ing. This training will be given at
several universities in various sections

new idea

comedy
genius - was considered to - provide a
more interesting and entertaining program. The first comedy, "Where Men
(Continued on Page 4)
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suggested to the Congressional

that it might arrange some appropriate celebration for the occasion. The
first Gum Shoe Hop was held the

In 1932 the

ht

following the war.
Those students who are interested in the race prejudice prob- lenv in.iheJJnited States will wish
to read "Angel Mo' and Her
Son Roland Hayes". It is by
Helm and tells in the first
person the -- modest and sincere
story of Roland Hayes, the great
negro singer. It tells something of
his hard road to success, hard because of his color and the existing race prejudice in America. It
is an appealing story told earnestly and not without pathos.
One of the most vital and talked of
books of the year is "Report From
Tokyo" by Joseph C. Grew. The author gives us from a personal point
of view, a real and dangerous picture
of the enemy, Japan. He tells us why
the Japanese think that they can win
this war and what we must do to de-- .
feat them, Mr. Grew really speaks with
authority as he has been the American
ambassador to Japan .from- - February
1932 until the attacks on Pearl Harbor
and is now special assistant to secre'
tary of State,
,

After this experience the faculty

g

ce.

;

ht
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al-lowan-

Mc-Kinl-

g

"ex-ception-

By BETTY MacPHEE
Over at the library this week we
of the country.
see -- a varied list of appealing new
The course begins Feb. 15 and durbooks ranging from hovel and bioging the ten month period, all expenses
raphy to a more serious discussion of
the girls will be paid, and they will
the war with Japan. Several are best of
additional $10 a week
receiyean
"sellers " and ' all are - really- - wortlnhe
subjects while in trainTheir
reading.
will include mathematics, physics,
ing
Cristopher Morley's entertaining
and mechanical drawing.
. . new novel "Thorafare",. tells us ...
After graduation the' trainees will
the simple and charming story of
be given a choice of the many Curtis-Wrigan old English family who come .
plants in which to work. Their
to America to live. ,The author
will be helping to design propeljob
tries to show us how close England
lers and wings.
and America are bound together
Requirements for acceptance are at
in customs, and how they have
least
two years of college, and one year
inherited a common ideal. The
college
math. The applicant must
of
Atlantic Ocean is the "thorafare"
by Curtis-Wrighalso
be
approved
between the two great countries.
Two seniors, Mary' Ann Riddle and
Humor is sprinkled through the
Mildred
Martin, and five underclass-women- :
book giving it a spritely air.
Patricia Marker, Ruth Giele,
Nicholas Doman, the International
Wharton, and Dor
Reations club speaker at Wooster Martha Coile, Ann
othy
Mortimer are the girls who are
this year has written a vital new book
'
They
"Coming Age of World Control: the entering this training course.
will be located at the University of
Transition to an Organized World
university, and
Society". In it he deals with interna- Minnesota, Cornell
- State.
Pennsylvania
tional cooperation and reconstruction
.

song-writin-

two-nig-
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Team

Of Song

Lower Babcock Provides
s
Recreation For
Sun. Thru Thurs. Nights
Co-ed-

ey

now open to' both

Lower Babcock is
men and women students every eve

ning, Sunday through Thursday. This
will compensate for the loss of the recreation room in lower Kauke, which
has been taken over by the Navy.
shuffle board, magazines,
cards,'4 and other games are some of
the recreational possibilities for any.

Ping-pon-

g,

one who is interested in availing them,

of this opportunity.
The present hours are: Sunday,
p.m., and Monday through Thursday,
pan.
selves
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Voice Meeting
will be the guest
special
speaker at a
meeting of
the "Voice" staff this Saturday
morning at 10:30 in the Voice
office. All department heads and
reporters are required to come.

Arthur Murray

Registration Drops
Thirteen Per Cent

Dear Students:
An urgent appeal has been made to the college by the Red Cross
for a large group of student blood donors to be available on Feb. 15
and 16 when the Mobile Unit will visit Wooster.
Last year when the local Civilian Defense Council was organized
One hundred and ninety student blood donors are needed by Monday,
shortly after the declaration of war, several hundred students signed $
Feb.
15. Arrangements have been made with the Wooster .chapter
.
.
.
.
i
j aonors
of
up as ti.-oiooa
it needed, ihe last time the Mobile Unit was in T
T the Red Cross to bring the Cleveland
unit to Hygeia hall for the conWooster, that number had shrunk to several dozen. This shrinkage
venience of students and navy men who will sign to contribute their
was partly the result of inadequate publicity and to lack of prior
blood.
notice that students under twenty-onmust obtain parent consent cards,
As it is now set ud. the college
,
will- endpavnr tn utvvv
moot t,
The extension of the theatre of war and the impending larger
0- UiC ion
SJ uuuui
entirely by student donors, but if the
scale offensives on all fronts make it an obligation rather than an 1
drive should fall less than 30 short,
option this time to volunteer as a blood donor. For those of us who T
the navy men will fill in that amount.
have waited until the matter were really urgent, that time has come'.
The blood will be taken at Hygeia
The heed is so great that colds are no longer a reason for postpone-hall Monday, Feb. 15, from 2 to 6
entIessheyrexemely..6eYereJJad
p.m. College student will be received
units have been greatly increased.
.
during
the first three hours. Then if
The Voice is bringing this matter to the attention of the student
is
it
necessary
to call upon the navy
X body with the hope that every student will secure
a parent consent T
he mass migration of Kenarden men, their contributions may be made
l
card at once and get it tn the mail so that it may be returned in ample
started on Saturday,-Ja-n.
30. The from - 5 to 6 p.m. which is the one
time.
college provided the truckers with tlv free hour that they have
during the
Dr. Wishart has heartily endorsed this program and urges all of
sections furnishing the manpower to day.
us to cooperate in every way with it.
move their own belongings out and
Need 190 Each Day
Sincerely,
into the new houses.
Wilson Flattery, chairman of the
John Bruere, Dean of Men
Besides moving their clothes and Blood Bank service
at Wooster, empersonal belongings, books, etc., each phasizes that donors
are in great deboy was instructed to take along his mand since the
unit which operates
mattress, his desk, a straight back out of Cleveland is now in Wooster
Soph.,
Classes
chair, and his dresser. Several easy two days out of each month, and 190
and a few lamps were provided donors are needed each day.
To Set Prom Date chairs
for each room in the new dorms.
Sign-ulists have been posted in
Bunks Replace Beds
Holden and Babcock halls and stu
There will, be a meeting of the
The new dorms will be furnished dents should sign at the dorm where
sophomore and junior classes Monday with these
materials that were moved they eat. Students who are under 21
Fellowships, , scholarships, and as morning in the chapel at chapel time. from Kenarden. Also the College is should secure parental
consent cards
sistantships to those who wish to con. The purpose of this meeting is, first providing' new double bunks to replace from the desks of these dormitories
tinue education in graduate work are of all, to set a definite date for the the old beds and conserve as much and mail them home
at once so that
prom. The tentative space as possible.
being offered in a great many schools. sophomore-junio- r
they may be returned by Monday, Feb.
These appointments are given in all plan is" to have the prom in early
New showers and lavoratories have 15.
branches of education, science, mathe April so that the gym can be used. been constructed in the
dorms. The
Complete List
matics and historyT Special ' stress is Since most of the Navy physical edu showers are of the same
as those
type
"Thecoliege
would like" to have ' a "
cation
will
program
be held in the
placed on chemistry and related cours.
in the gym, this making it possible for rather complete estimate of the numes. The majority of appointments will gym until that time, it would be im more boys
to use them at any single ber of donors by Thursday, Feb. 11,
cover tuition, room and board. All possible Ao wax the gym floor. .
" '
rush hour.
;
so that arrangements with the "navy "
The band appropriation will be deapplications must be filed before Mar,
Sixth section was the first to move. and the Wooster Red Cross may be
cided on, definitely, Monday morning.
1.
completed.
Ohio university offers 15 Teachers Previously, at a meeting of the officers They packed and moved into the
The Red .Cross unit has visited
Fellowships, 15 Graduate Fellowships, of both classes, it was decided to turn Campus lodge on Saturday. Their
five times, at two month inter
Wooster
sleeping rooms are located in the upGraduate assistants,
Grad over 550 to the committee in charge
vals,
has collected a total of 1165
and
of choosing a band. However, since stairs portion of the house while their
uate deans.
pints
blood.
of
However, beginning in
Washington university in Missouri then, petitions have been circulated study rooms are downstairs.
January,
the
unit has speeded its
offers a number of both fellowships by members of both classes to change
Fourteen in a Room
schedule
collection
a
each month.
to
the band appropriation to 200 and
and assistants,
Second, Third, and Fourth were
which
Blood
is
collected
is , taken
The University of Rochester grants give the remaining 350 to the Red moved on Tuesday. Second is using
back
Cleveland
where
to
it
must be
'
Fellowships for those working on a Cross
one room as a sleeping room haying processed within 25 hours. When it
All members of the sophomore and
Doctor of Philosophy degree, amountseven double bunks in it. The other has been dried it is sent to hospitals
classes are asked to be present
junior
ing to
one research fel
three rooms on the first floor in Bow- all over the world, especially where
lowship in chemistry amounting to at this meeting.
man dorm are used as study rooms. American troops are stationed.
$1000; one American .Association of
Third has the four rooms above SecPlasma or the liquid content from
University Women fellowship amount.
ond. They are using them as both which corpuscles have been removed
ing to 500; several assistants amount
sleeping and study rooms. Fourth has may be dried and kept indefinitely.
It
ing to
their sleeping and study rooms in the is then ready for emergency trans- - '
Teachers College, Columbus Uni
back upstairs of Bowman dorm.
fusions for soldiers, sailors, or civilians,
versity, has 25 awards ranging from
First,
(Continued on Page 4)
and
Fifth,
Seventh
were
Loans and
moyedj'esterday.
wiUhave
Fifth
eight
Sixty-fivfreshman residents at
available;"- -"
University of Cincinnati lists a Hoover Cottage at a Tuesday night rooms in the upper floors in Beall
house - meeting - completed plans - for dormas theirrooms forJ tudy . and
number of fellowships "which-vari- es
with the qualifications of the appli- moving to four other dormitories, Fri. sleeping. First and Seventh have two
rooms each on the first' floor fur their
cants. Scholarships are offered in any day and Saturday,' Feb.: 12 and 13.
quarters.
..
girls
Twenty
have been assigned to
department of the Graduate School of
plumbers
The
Westminster,
Beall
Ave.; seven to
on
are completing the
Arts and Science.
With Social Justice and Judaism at
University of Nebraska offers eight White's, north of the campus; six to shower rooms today and will install
clothes
new
Crandall's,
racks
his
the
make
of
west
campus; and
fellowships in chemistry; four scholar.
to
up for the
text, Rabbi Maurice Eisendrath of
Toronto, Canada, will speak to the
ships in social work; and two scholar the. rest to vacant rooms in Holden lack of closet space.
student body in chapel, Thursday
ships in business research. Assistants hall. It is necessary for several groups
of
girls
the
junior
"double
hall
morning, Feb. 11.
in
to
(Continued on Page 4)
Kappa Theta Continues
up" in order to make extra room.
Of particular interest to the stu
Groups of freshmen wishing to room
Rehearsals For Comedy dent body as a lecturer, Rabbi Eisentogether in certain dormitories were
drath was also conductor of the Forum
"Arsenic and Old Lace" of
given their choices in order of request.
the Air and vice president of the
Deborah Armstrong will act as head
Canadian Conference of Social Work.
Rehearsals for the Kappa Theta
resident at Westminster, and Miss
The speaker is a graduate of the
twenty or thirty others, start on their
play, "Arsenic and Old Lace" University
Gamma
Palmer, at present head resident at
of Cincinnati and Hebrew
program of honors work.
Hoover, also plans, to live at West- continue this week as scheduled.
Union College. At present he is rabbi
Not all the twenty or thirty who are minster and to keep office hours there.
Although no selection , has been of the Holy Blossom Temple of .Tor...
granted permission to . take - honors
It ha ' been announced that " all made as yet, a large part of the back onto; formerly he held similar posiactually complete the project. A third groups will continue to
eat at regularly stage work will be done by a crew tion in the Virginia. Street synagogue
or more may drop by the wayside. assigned dining rooms.
consisting of members of the play of Charlestown, W. Va. Rabbi Eisen
John and Jane do not. They plunge
production class.
drath is also very active in civic and
ahead, submitting statements of the
communal .affairs.
Remaining characters not complete,
Bowman Wins
e
problems" they- - have chosen- ly cast before this week consistTlf
theme of their work, and tentative
Contest
Oratorical
Phemia Haymans playing the part of Y W Sponsors Date
outlines of their probable treatment
Elaine Harper, Oscar Olson as Officer
of the subject, as approved by their
Fred Bowman was announced as the Rooney, Dean Cope as Mr. Gibbs,
advisers. They do extensive reading
Cadets
and research throughout their junior winner of the freshman oratorical con- Paul Weimer as Officer O'Hara,
George Phelps as Whitherspoon, Char
year and toward the close of their test held Tuesday, Feb. 2. '
The Y.W.CA. is sponsoring a date
The extemporaneous speaking con les Ireland as Rev. Harper, David Tal- bureau to give the Nary men a chance
senior year complete a thesis on their
test is sponsored each year by the bot as .Officer Klein, and Donald to meet arid go out with Wooster cowork.
Meisel as Officer Brophey.
This paper is submitted to the com. Wooster alumni in China.
eds. According to Mamie Thomas,
First to speak was Harold Mc- mittee on honors, composed of ten
President of the Y. W the bureau will
members of the faculty representing Comas, on "China and Her Natural
not go into full swing for at least two
every
sciences, social sci- Resources", followed by Fred Bowman
-- weeks.
Faculty, Revises Holiday
ences, humanities, and so on. These on "China's Warfare Tactics". HarCards have been printed for co
read the honors papers, judging them riet Stoner addressed the group next
List, Extends Vacation eds to fill out if they wish to. The
for range of knowledge, correctness, on the subject, "China's Contribu
girls will put down times when they
bibliography, and general evidence of tions to the United Nations"; Al Zer-bAt the last faculty meeting which would like to go out with the cadets,
workmanship.
was the last speaker, his topic be- was held Jan. 25, the holiday list was
and the Navy boy will call for date
Meanwhile John and Jane prepare ing 'The Relation of China with the revised. The holidays for George through the bureau.
to take two honors examinations, an United States".
Washington's birthday now extend
Mamie Thomas says, "All th girU
The first prize of 15 was awarded from 5:30 p.m. Friday,"Feb. 19, to who
oral 'one conducted by a special facsign up will have a chance to go
ulty committee selected by their ad- to Fred Bowman, with Al Zerby tak- 8:30 sun. Tuesday, Feb. 23. The
out, since the system will rotate so a
visers, and a written one. One of these ing second place. The judges for this Easter holidays extend from 5:30 p.m. to include everyone who
signs) up.
were Professor W. Z. Morrison, Rev. Thursday, April 22 to 8:30 a.m Please don't
examinations will cover a more
sign up unless you really
William Bryce and Rev. Charles Rath. Monday, April 26.
on Page 4
want to date the cadets.
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Registration for this semester shows
a decrease of 81 since last semester.
The figures are 700 compared to 78 li
Last year the enrollment was 864.
This "means" that .'there has been a
drop of .
is sjightly jess,
. which
drop which has octhan the ,14
curred in the' university and college
enrollment throughout the Ignited
States.
1

The number of girls enrolled in the
college is 408, while the boys number
292. The number of freshmen who
enrolled this week is eight.
.
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Schools Present
Scholarships To
Honor Graduates
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Hoover Cottage
Completes Plans
To Move.Soon

150-5(750-
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Departmental Honors May Come
Or Go, But Tries Go on Forever
John Q. Brain is taking honors in
mathematics. Jane B. Trust is taking
honors in English. Why? How? Where
will it get them?- Consider,
For two years likely, three perhaps,
Mr. Brain and Miss Trust have been
attending Wooster. They have done
quite well in all their classes, have
F in any subnever had an E or-a- n
index of 1.5
general
have
ject, and
a
had
has
better.
or
at least four
John
math
and didn't
in
courses
semester
B
them.
below
of
in
any
a
get
Jane has
a similar record in English.
One day, shortly after the beginning of a new semester, say the first
semester or their junior year, just to
make things simple, John and Jane
hear a chapel announcement that stu.
dents interested in working for Departmental Honors should present
their application to Dr. Rebecca Thayer, chairman of the faculty committee onkhonors, by a given date. That
sounds like a good idea. Both John
and Jane would like to do some independent work in their respective fields
of math and English. They therefore
get the sanction of their department
heads and make application to do
honors work. Their applications are
accepted by the faculty committee, and
John and Jane, together with some

v
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Kenarden Holds
i Mass Migration
To New Dorms

700-fl300- ..

-

Red Cross To Accept Blood On
February 15; Sludenis To Register
On List in Dormitory Dining Halls

Dean Voices Plea For Donors

Tells Problems

Ida Krehm Will
Present Concert
Of Piano Music

$rotoStngof
&

Traditional Hop

for-th-

.

Fred

4

Bureau For

.

al

y

exten-(Continue- d

Discusses Social
Justice, Judaism

,

.

field-natur-

Rabbi Eisendrath

Fc--
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"Ow wow;i
THINK that it is time something was
done about that "favored cheer" which
A
L.,A ,t all athletic contests at the conclusion
of the singing of the "Wooster Love Song .
The "Love Song" is impressive and moving
footwhen it is sung by the crowd at either a
silence
ball or basketball game, but then the
which follows is shattered by the wailing of
"Ow Wow". It seems to us that the entire
affect which is gained by the singing of the
Alma Mater is ruined by the screaming that

111'
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NO TIN JN TIN HELMETS

THE DUFFEL BAG

r.

JOB BINDLEY and NORM WRIGHT

By

' Editor 'a

.

This column has been designed for the purpose of preaentin to the
the men in the
tatend 1Q. alj
to the editor

note:

all aervicc news available. It it hoped that it can become a column for
here on the "campus and It is with that -- view in mind that-w- e
men to contribute anything which tbey feel would be enjoyed by all

column. Phone

898-R-

campus
service
Krvice
of thia

.

Of'

Kenarden sections were feverishly
evacuated by

follows.
d
We are not judges of whether the
yell" is a good cheer or not; we
do
do not intend to weigh its merits, but we
and
the
place
its
has
everything
contend that
place for such a yell is hardly immediately
after the "Love Song".

men last 'Tuesday and

college

"afore-mentione-

Represented for National Advcrticing by Nation! AdWrtiiing
Service, Inc., 420 Madison Ave.; New York, N. Y.

Dorothy Rickards

Editor-in-Chi-

Manager

Krb
Jo Bindley
Earl Nelaon
.

John Kovaxh

Hiu.

Elian Vaugh- Gaorga Kocb
Marilyn Shaeffer
Hank Milla- rEd Morris

Associate
Sports
Managing
"'
Copy
Feature

a good many sporting
good many different schools and

Auditor
.

Betty Rom, Edith Beck, Betty Courier,
: Grace ohu. Bill Jones

events in a
we have yet to hear anything like this. Most
Alma Maters are treated with the reverence
and respect which they, deserve; not mocked
by some blood curdling yell. We think that
our "Love Song" is as good an Alma Mater as
any and only ask why it must be degraded by

"Ow Wow".

ASSISTANTS
fagot7BettyTJcating7lSary March,-- Helen

Chandlerr-Jeann-

pre-flig-

We have attended

STAFF ASSOCIATES

Norm

cadets who moved in last night. Living in double college accommoda'
tions, these new men occupy Fifth, Sixth and Seventh sections of Ken'
arden lodge. The lower part of Fourth section will be used fqr the
administration office of the O.D. (Officer of the Day) and C.M.D.
(Cadet Mate of the Deck).
Yesterday morning at 6:45 the fifty cadets who were housed on
the fourth deck of Douglass, left for further advanced training at the
'
school in Iowa City, Iowa.
Fifty more cadets are to arrive sometime Saturday and they will
be quartered in the upper part of Fourth section and lower Third.
All of First, Second, and part of Third sections will remain unoccupied until the third contingent of 200 men arrive next month.
About a week ago, Ensign McRitchie joined the flight schools
faculty as navigation officer to instruct in navigation. A recognition
officer is expected to arrive soon to instruct in aircraft recognition
and another athletic instructor will be sent here to assist Ensign Le Voir
in handling the increased number of men.

Wooster is full of .tradition and this seems
to be one of them, but we ask whether or not
it is a good one. Changes come and things go
and we feel that the one thing that really needs
to go on the campus is this tradition of yelling
after the Alma Mater.

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Make-u- p
Editor
Advertising Manager
--Assistant Advertising Manager
Circulation Editor
.

Betsy Rom

Barbara

ef

Wednesday in order to make way for the 200 new Naval Aviation

L
is Just a pet
on from the
last war, for the steel helmet which
the army wears in battle. There is
no tin in a tin hat. It is made from
a Tery special type of armored steel
which is capable of withstanding a
revolver bullet fired
at a distance of only 30 Inches.
Another feature about these steel
name "tin hat"
THE
army name, carried

;

e

Caatner, Anne Fiaber. Sally Wade, Ginny Miller,
Scotty Mclntyre, Dick Caton, Marge Page, Jeanne Waahabaugh,
Betty Talbot, Bemice Brille. Peg Miller, Anne Bowman,
Martha Ann Kelley,
Barbara Voorhies, Eunice McAdoo,
Dick Yoder, Lee Onthank, Dorie Scheu, Mary Iaabel Love,
- Janet Heidi Kay Buo. Loi Schroeder, Betty Neufang, Lou
Scott. Margaret Warner, Betty Waterhouae, Bill Glati, Fred
Evana, Stanley Morse.

FDR-EOUG-

H

HUMOR

--

steel-jackete-

By STARKY
1.

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES

d

helmets is that they are
This prevents them from In
terfering with some of the delicate
instruments which are - used in
range finding, etc. The picture
shows a small portion of a day's
output of steel helmets in a Canadian factory. As well as equipping
her own troops, Canada Is making
these helmets for the forces of the
United Nations all over the world.
non-magneti-

c.

The army travels on its stomach
but so does the Navy.accordingJoMissMable
Little, director of dormitories. Miss Little has the difficult task of feed'
ing 450 Navy men plus their officers and other staff workers.
The Navy is fed in the dining room of Kenarden lodge in two
shift&TThejTare served incafeteria style" but the tables are- - all set
up for the first shift. Discipline is strict while the men are going
through the two serving lines. They have been instructed never to take
anything which they don't want and thus they prevent a waste of food.
Their plates must, be returned clean and they can get seconds' on anything

A blotter is something you look for while

the ink dries.

Perry Narten, Margaret Neely, Corienne Coppock, Jean Curry,
Betty Leonard, Betty Ruaaell, Janet Kenyon, Fred Stead,
Jean Cully, Aileen Burling ham, Margaret Craft, Janet Gill.

your leisure is

3. The real problem of
keep other people from using it.

Call For Blood

The average American does not take
to having to keep his mouth shut and
the fact that the whole plan was carried off with such secrecy shows that
we are beginning to learn not to "say
all". It must have been quite a blow
to Hitler to realize that his compliworld.
cated espionage system had fallen
down
so terribly in a region which
At such close range it is obviously
only
until'
very recently had been unimpossible to assess the value of the
his
der
control.
d
conference that

library."

It's better to live than to lend, and it costs
about the same.
6.

Teaching such a quota.

dramatic
- this week's news.. One can, however,
On first thought and encouraged by
point to a tew factors that stand out. Hitler, many doubts were raised by
Of foremost significance in the the fact that Stalin and Chiang
negotiations is the
did not attend the meeting. But
establishment of a definite military one has to remember that Russia is hot
strategem for 1943. The United Na- at war with Japan, and that China is
tions are determined to maintain the not at war with Germany.
initiative on all fronts and to carry
Developments from the conference
their military offensive to a victory
are already beginning to unfold.
and "unconditional surrender" of the Churchill's
visit to Turkey probably
enemy.
had as its purpose the sealing of the

should be

7. Washington

,We have 700 students enrolled in the college.

referred

to as

Kai-she-

P.irv fWpauful.

In order to insure the donation of IPO pints
of blood, half of the student body or 350

Roosevelt-Churchi-

8. The Japanese national hobby's collecting

should sign for this service. Since candidates
are easily eliminated because of low weight,
aneamia ,high pulse, or similar things it is a
fair chance that not many more than half of
the students who sign will be accepted.

China.

Finally, the navy cadets have agreed to
in the drive. In case the students should
fall less than 30 short of their goal, this deficiency will be made up by the navy men.
More than this number can hardly be counted
on because the cadets will have only one free
hour during the time the unit is here.

10. In Hollywood society, he moves in the
best triangles."

co-opera-

.

"

9. On Broadway, a friend is a guy who has
the same enemies you have.
.

te

Cereal
Bacon
Pecan Rolls or Toast
Milk or Coffee

1

long-awaite-

At Sale
By ELEANOR HOMAN

DONATIONS ARE TAKEN AT HYGEIA

...

Special arrangements have been made by
the Wooster Red Cross chapter to allow the
-- unit to
on Monday forthe
convenience of the student body. This arrange
ment was made on the understanding that we
would meet the demand for. 190 pints of blood
.
per day.
,
work-at-Hyge-

ia

--

0(

Fire Drill
disappointed in the results of
was held in the gym
Saturday
night. It seems to us that the
last
officials were not given proper cooperation in
the clearing of the gym and we ask the student
body and faculty to moev more quickly when
the next drill is held.

WEtheWERE
fire drill which

--

,

Nucleus" Takes Top
Rank in Misspelling

1.

If you didn't have it in print before
you, could you spell NUCLEUS?
If not don't be disturbed because it
is one of the most ' frequently misspelled words in the language, at least
by college students, finds Harold V.
Anderson, chemistry professor at Lehigh university.

The babies had better be watched carefully,
though, because at the same time there will be
thugs loose at KORNER. Betty Neufang has
planned to have an open prison rather than
OPEN HOUSE.

For

years Anderson has listed
every misspelling of the word discovered in written work of his students.
He has found it incorrectly spelled
hundreds of times, 'and spelled 61
'
different ways.

town. Barbara Cooper, however, is going to
have the group sticking together at a taffy pull
later in the evening.

x

the people loitered when leaving. Ushers were
posted at the doors to aid the crowd in making
the proper turns on the stairways, and it is im- perative that the crowd follow these directions. .

We realize that the last game was so exciting
that many were reluctant to leave until they
were sure just which team had won, but should
a fire ever occur, no one could be permitted
to wait to see how the game came out.

That isn't all! The IMPS have invited the.
PYRAMIDS, SPHINX, andu their respective
men to tuck vanity into their shoes or put it
completely away for future reference at the
. ROLLER SKATING rink from
--

8-1-

0.

There are pleasant stories all around concerning a TEA DANCE that Hank Miller and
the SEVENTH boys are planning for Saturday
afternoon in lower Babcock.
It is said too that Saturday night after the
game will be the time for HOOVER s OPEN
HOUSE, but Pat - Bryant - doesn't want to

.

spread tales about its theme as yet.
Looking at the Hill socially, who could
deny that a good part of its foundation is the
VIC DANCE? This has
become fact rather than rumor.
ALL-COLLEG-

'

E

of-

--

13

The professor found that the rank
of the student seemingly had little to
do with his ability to handle this word.
Graduate students misspell it as often
1
as freshmen.
Commonest among incorrect forms
were such spellings as "nucelous,"
"neclueous," "nuclus,"
"nucleous,"
and even "neuculus."
Some time ago Anderson called
attention of the Brown and White,
campus newspaper, to his collection.
Student "journalists ran an article
"about it. In the article, the B 4i W
spelled it "neucleus."
Other sticklers for' college studenu,
according to Anderson, include: separ.
ate, dissolve, precipitate, soluble, and
'
molecule:
(ACP).

Orange
Coffee or Cocoa

consume a" great deal,
The Navy has some special requirements.-The- y
coffee, because coffee drinking seems to be a Navy tradition. They also '
have meat or its equivalent at every meal and either soup or fruit juice every
.day . The men are encouraged to drink plenty of water as it is essential to
good health and water pitchers and glasses are set up at the end of each

k

T

'

table. Like most boys, the Navy men like their dessert, and a special dessert
cook has been employed in the bake shop to fill their requirements.

The Navy men have been divided into two battalions of two companies
.each for the purpose of eating. Both companies A eat on the first shift and
the companies B follow on the second. The shifts are run as follows:
6:15 and 6:45.
12:10
5:45 and 6:10

Breakfast
Lunch

ll:30and

Supper

A.

'

1

Sunday breakfasts are served at 8:30 because Sunday is a free day for"
the men.
When the third contingent of men arrives, next month, the dining
room in Kenarden will be enlarged by including the old coat room on the
East end, and thus no more shifts will need to be added.

e

Bit by bit the pieces will slip into
their proper places until the complete
picture will be seen for what it is
worth.

1

1

The Douglass we knew last year is
gone. Military discipline and order replace the
old informality and "orderly" disorder for the duration. Last Thursday
Lt." Coppock gave me his OK on an 8:30 inspection tour with the
ensigns; I wanted to seewhat military regulations and double accommo'
dations was doing for the cadets and Douglass.
These cadets come here, from the freedoms of. civilian life; part
of their training is to learn to do things the "Navy way", which to
quote Lt. Coppock, is "nothing short of perfection''. The discipline is not

Automobiles Use
Gas and Backfire

1

--

The University of Oklahoma,

an-

nouncing students no longer would be
permitted to have automobiles on the
campus, was asked to define "automobile".

harsh but it

"Anything that's worth less than
other words a jalopy, should
be
classed
as an automobile," said
not
25, in

And did you hear? CRANDELLs will
likely be SCAVENGER HUNTING over the

The official figure on the time required to
secempty the gym is four minutes, twenty-sionds. This should have been accomplished in
no more than three minutes. It is obvious that

them.

ct

But there are all colors and combinations of
rumor. For instance, have you heard about
the SPUD'S NURSERY PARTY? It seems
than. Jan Bowen will have a lot of her little
brain children tearing around Galpin on FriThey have sent "reday evening from
vealing" invitations to every other club asking
to adopt one member for the evening. It has
been rumored that some may be hitting the
bottle.
. ,

.

in no uncertain terms that peace

fensives would not be welcomed and
that the bringing to life of the long-dea- d
issue of war "against Bolshevism" would not fool us again. No
better place for the conference could
have been picked the very scene of
Mussolini's fading empire which no
law of "military gravity", in Mussolini's own words, will regain for him.

-

by-produ-

was told

Cake

of

g.

wasepitomized.The enemy
--

8-1-

-

far-reachin-

Looking at the Hill geologically, it might be
based on granite,- but looking at it psychologically, one is 'tempted to think its foundation
of
is rumor.
course rumor is a
rationed
severely
has
been
idleness, , which
lately; however, all the energy consumed by
throbbing tongues might be harnessed to a
better advantage.

You Won't Miss They Die Without"

We suggest that much time could be gained
if the students would take their coats with them
instead of depositing them downstairs. Co--,
operation in these fire drills is absolutely necessary and we urge the campus to get behind

The propaganda value of the meetThe unity and
ing was
determination of the United Nations

years on the Hill to substantiate it.

CONSIDER WHY BLOOD IS NEEDED
American men all over the world deserve the
best hospital care we can give them. This dried
plasma is an easy and simple way of giving
rapid transfusions under difficult conditions,
and it is urgently needed for immediate use.

"What

" You know, it's a queer world
It
didn't take twenty years to formulate that
profound statement, but it did take aboutthree

Turkey
Mashed Potatoes
Peas and Carrots
Relish
Ice Cream
Coffee or Milk

"

Dardanellas from the Axis to take
care of our flank in the case of an
Anglo American major offensive. -stopped
Roosevelt on his
off at Brazil and reached an agreement with Vargas that peace' in the
future must insure us from danger
from Dakar.
way-hom-

1
i

SUPPER
Macaroni and Cheese
Buttered Rolls '
""
Apple Butter

It is mucl easier to procure food for the Navy than it is for the student
body because of priority involved.

ll

A first step was taken towards the
solution of the political dilemma in
d
the
French North "Africa"
meeting of Generals de Daulle
and Giraud. They have agreed that
Frenchmen everywhere should work
together for the liberation of France,
but the leader of the Free French and
are still
the reactionary Vichy-ma- n
the
disagreement
postas
basic
to
in
war government in France.

is

DINNER
Fruit Cocktail

IT,

or

.

Grapefruit

high-lighte-

the

i

'

,

BREAKFAST

-

LET'S LOOK AT THE FACTS:

--

very particular about the foocj which their men eat and
special menus are prepared by Miss Little for the Navy alone. Below is a
"
typical menu for Sunday.

The radio announcer's voice broke
in, "Here it the apecial announcement for which you have been waiting". In a few curt words the events
of the historic ten day Casablanca
Conference were revealed to the

"I visit my friends occasionally," remarked the book lover, "just to look over my

it's a big order and it calls for cooperation on a major scale, but the Wooster
students and faculty are perfectly capable of

they desire.

The Navy

5.

Yes,

TED5NADONAL
LQELATTBCNS

to

4. Spring the time of year when farmers
and golfers start their spring plowing.

ATTENTION, Wooster Students!
One hundred and ninety pints of blood is
our goal.

n

T

2. Too many people have dreamlined brains.

r
.

ht

one fellow.
"A car is anything that uses gasoline and backfires," the university officials decided after serious consideration. (ACP)."4"

Prof. Suggests Uniforms
."" To Induce Teachers To -Stick At Present Posts
NEW HAVEN, CONN. (ACP)
A Yale professor suggests teachers
be provided with "suitable uniforms
or insignia of office" as an inducement
to stick to their profession,

"The Red Cross has demonstrated
the value of the psychological principle involved in such a device," said
Prof. Clyde M. Hill, education department head at Yale, in an editorial in
"School Management."

-

FOE yiCTORY

""

--

is

stiff enough to keep the cadets toeing the line.

Of great importance is personal order of room and duffel. Lanky
Tom Herman explained things to me as he inspected quarters Thursday
morning. Revielle awakens cadets at 0600 ( 6 a.m. civilian time) and breakfast
muster is at 0640. In the intervening 40 minutes, in addition to the normal
activities of dressing, washing and shaving, the cadets must .ready quarters
for inspection. Ready means that the halls, washrooms and rooms are in
perfect shipshape order.
Quarters are graded in four degrees 1. Smart, Shipshape and Seamanlike; 2. Good; 3. Passable; 4. Untidy. It requires orderliness to maintain
that first degree and there are some rooms that have received nothing else.
The responsibility for the over-al- l
neatness of each room is rotated
weekly among the occupants. For a week. one man checks to see that dressers
and closets are stowed properly, that beds and blankets are smooth and
correct, that no articles are left adrift, Should anything be out of order
this man receives the demerits.
Thursday when I went through the ensigns complained that it was a
rather dull day; everything was in order. They only gave out about 10 or 12
demerits.
To be judged "smart, shapshake and seamanlike""a room must be in"
precise order. The eyes of inspectors, especially those of Ensigns Herman,
Kaighin, and Willcox, are easily offended. The extra blanket, folded at the
foot of the smoothly made bed, must be stowed so that the folded edges
greet the eyes of the entering inspector. Personal duffel in closets and dressers
must be in neat order. An inquisitive sweep of an inspector's hand along
the desk or window ledge must reveal no tattle-tal- e
grey. Anything out of this
order is "rewarded" with demerits.
In addition to room disorderliness demerits are given for lateness, or
absence in reporting to muster. Tardiness costs three demerits; absence means
five black marks. Talking in class, reported by platoon leader or instructor,
brings five to ten. The infringement of various regulations brings punishment
in varying degrees. A cadet accumulating 15 demerits is restricted to the
base for the week-enliberty and visiting privileges are suspended and the
demerits must be worked off at rate of one-hal- f
hour work per demerit.
Douglass has changed vastly since its collegiate days. The rooms are
furnished in strictest, simplicity with four cadets living where two college
d
men lived before. The neatly made,
beds, which nearly fill
the room, are faintly reminiscent of a hospital. Gone are the Petty pictures
and maps that used to adorn the walls; now the "bulwarks" are bare! The
only decorations to be found are the girl's pictures on1 nearly every cadet's
n
dresser. One could get a fair
of American
d
by looking
d
pictures.
over these
The doors have been removed to cut down the noise and to aid the
nightly CMD check.

UNITED
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WAR
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MMBONDS
AND
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white-covere-
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The

.' Sport Editor

game last
Saturday night was one of those things
that make basketball the game that it
is, unpredictable and uncertain. The
week . before on a strange . floor we
made over 33
of our shots for a
air average; against Cincinnati we
shot 45 times the first half and made
only seven for an average of less than
Still, we were leading at half- time 20 to 18 which shows Cincy did
not have much of an offense. They re.
cently lost one of their star guards,
Stargel, to the Army but managed a
good defense, effectively stopping
Eicher's around-the-baskshots.
Scots Offense Stifled
Several times during the contest it
looked as though the Scots were going
to start their offensive rolling but each
time it was broken up by a poor shot,
bad pass, or a couple buckets by
Cincy. Wooster was never ahead by
more than four points and in the last
quarter was five points behind a couple
times. The end of the game came in a
photo finish. Most of the crowd walked
out of the gym for the practice fire
drill without knowing for sure which
team won. Wooster was leading by one
point with about 10 seconds left to
play and got the ball off the oppon
ent's bankboard. This looked like the
end but a hurried pass didn't connect
and Cincy got the ball out of bounds
under their own bucket. It took Cut
cinnati three .straight "bunny" shots
to put in the winning basket as the
final gun went off. One scorekeeper
claimed the gun was fired before the
last shot was made but the other score-keepsaid the ball was in the air
with the gun so the referee awarded
the victory to the visiting team, ac
cording to custom.
Wooster Gets Late Start
Eicher started the game off by sink
ing two fouls but Bill Lytle got our
first field goal after about seven minutes of play. Homan was the Scots'
leading scorer with 15 and Eicher and
Lytle had 10 and 6 respectively. The
game was a clean-playebattle, no
players on either team being forced
out because of four personal fouls.
Dick Craven replaced Jerry Kath- erman in the final period. Craven was
when the
put into the Wooster line-u- p
Scots were five points behind. A few
minutes later he made the basket that
put7the Scotsahead foiTwhat looked
like a win. It is comforting to know
that we have capable substitutes to rely
Cincinnati-Woost-

The Scots were really off in their
The announcement by the Army
that the E.R.C. may be called up at game with Oncinnati last week. A
any time puts the sports situation in a few weeks before they made about 33
turmoil throughout the nation. Here of their shots at Mount Union on a
at Wooster we are, fortunate that our strange floor. Last week they only made
first semester ended before the first of 16
of the shots taken. We all hope
the year. The E.R.C. boys here will be that they will get back their shooting
allowed to complete this semester at eyes before the game tonight with
Wittenberg and the game Saturday
Wooster.
night with Ohio Wesleyan. The game
be hard hit if the reservists left at the tonight is of special importance. It is
end of the current cage season. Capi- one of those all important conference
tol would lose five of. its varsity team. games. Wittenberg has won five and
Otterbein would lose three of its first ost two so far this year while Wesley.
six men. Coach Bob Wright of Mount an has won five and lost nine. The
Union says that three or four of his Wesleyan game is not a conference
boys are reservists, but some of them game.
A new idea has been developmight not be called because they are
ing
on the campus in the field of
medical students. The powerful BowlSeveral people have
intramurals.
ing Green team would also be hit hard
advocating
been
an intramural
if the reservists were called. Six of
league.
bowling
might be a
This
their men-arin the reserves.
thought worth looking into. With
One of the sports highlights of
the present difficulty in obtainthe week at Wooster was Mose
ing the gym for other intramural
Hole's statement that intramurals
a bowling league might be
events,
would continue as usual in every
welcome relief. Bowling is a fine
a
" way possible. It is unfortunate that
sport that offers plenty of chances
the league will be confined to
for exercise and exercise seems to
eight teams. In previous years
be the order of the day. Let's s
there has always been two feagues.
if we can make it a reality and
This gave most of the boys with
just a passing thought.
not
any desire at all to play an op- portunity to participate, reuows
Boy's Gym Class Changed
from all four classes will be allowed to participate. This should
The previously announced shift for
make stronger teams in most cases.
the
men's sixth hour gym classes has
The cry has been for more phybeen confirmed. The classes will
now
beginsical education since the
be
held
at 7:30 a.m. five days a week
ning of the war. The continuance
:
I
weather becomes favorable
When
the
I
Ml -- !J .LI
t
01 intramurais win uiu uui piiysi-ca- l
for
outdoor
gym, the classes will revert
fel
education program. The
back to the usual sixth hour. The
lows participate in intramurals
morning classes will begin next Mon
. with more vieor than thev do in
day.
hence
they
classes,
gym
routine
The time change for the women's
get extra benefit from these sports.
second hour class is not definite as yet.
Last Tuesday Capitol University
The Women's Athletic department has
topped Otterbein 50 to 40 for their
several possibilities lined up but no
ninth straight win. This game gave
action has been taken to date.
them seven wins in the conference and
The increase in the number of navy
no losses. Their nearest opponent in
men on the campus makes these
the state is Bowling Green with 16
changes necessary. The Navy will now
wins and three losses. In the confer
have the gym from 3 to 5:30 every
ence they are trailed by Muskingum
af
ternoon,
with7three wins and "no IossesTTThis
There was a plan proposed whereby
week Bowling Green may encounter
the boys would eat lunch during the
some difficulty when they meet the
chapel hour and then have their gym
.
Akron, quintet at Akrpn r
- a r
i
class trom 1Z noon to I p.m. 1 his
Friday, Wooster is now 15th in the
plan did not meet with the approval CINCINNATI
state and fourth in the conference.
of the administration but it would Merten
The outcome of the Scots' games with
...
favorable to the stu Lees '.
Wittenberg and Ohio Wesleyan this reave been more
Taglauer
dents than the plan which was adopted
.
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do much to make or
break their conference record.
The baseball picture for this
summer is extremely dark at present. The armed forces have told
the baseball players to get defense
jobs or get in the service. Baseball
is not considered a vital occupation. In previous years there have
been 41 minor leagues. At present
it appears that about 12 or 15 of
these leagues will operate this
week
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year.

VALENTINES
OUR VALENTINES JUST
ARRIVED AND WHAT A
FINE SELECTION
.'

SPECIAL VALENTINES
For Mother, Father, Sister,
Brother, Men in Service, in
fact you can buy a Valentine
for anyone at

SNYDER
STUDIO
I
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Close Game Causes

Fire Drill's Failure

Schneider
Kabakoff
Richards
Totals.

Fid.
4

Lf.

1

6

.

1

..
...

Tl

0

: 3

4

.

19

0
0
2
0
0
2

Fid. .Lf.
.. 2
0

WOOSTER
Coach Lawrence C. Boles, head of Katherman .
3
the athletic department, has announced Lytle
Eicher
that it took four minutes and twenty'
six seconds to empty the gym of spec Sproull
7
tators in a fire drill which was con- Homan ...
1
LL
Craven
.
ducted at the finish of the basketball
Totals
16
game between Wooster and Cincin
nati last Saturday night.
According to Coach Boles, the drill
was not a success since the maximum
time for the drill should have been
three minutes. The failure of the drill
was due partially to the close score of
the game which prompted many spec
in their
tators to remain
due
of co
and
lack
partially
seats
to
A RECORD :
operation on the part of the student
BV
STRIKING OUT
body. Most of the men students did not
10 MEN N ONE
go directly from the gym, but stopped
SAME FOR.
THE CI EVE- on their way to get their coats which
LAND
they had hung on the coat racks near
INDIANS
the exit. This caused much delay and
congestion near the doors.
Coach Boles urges every, student to
cooperate in any fire drill which will
be' conducted in the future.
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FRIDAY-SATURDA-

Y

Red Skelton in

JT.

"Whistling in Dixie"

and Trnsl Company

Also

Wooster, Ohio

"Northwest Rangers"
SUN.-MON.-TUE-

.President

C. G. WILLIAMS..
S.

Humphrey Bogart
Paul Henreid

C I. CORRBLL

"Casablanca"
WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

Lionel

nt

and Trust Officer
W.

J. BERTOLETTB

-

Cashier and Secretary

Ingrid Bergman

In

Vice-preside-

C.

J. KING

Ass't Cashier

HELEN B. ALLSPAUGH
Ass't Cashier

Barrymorejn

"Dr. Gillespies New

fast-steppi-

Assistant"

Corporation
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Wittenberg Stars Plentiful
The Fighting Lutherans carry a
squad of fourteen players all of them
from inside Ohio, Their chief offensive threat is the flashy forward Earl
Fisher, who starred on New Philadelphia's state championship high
school team of several years agoFish-e- r
is regarded as one of- the region's
outstanding cagers. Bill "Sugar" Cant,
Loudonville junioris thecap'able
Cardinal pivot man. White in high
school he played against the Wooster
Generals several times. Chet LaBuda,
forward from Warren, also makes his
share of the buckets. The two starting
guards, Bob Gebhart and Ralph Wolt-jen- ,
performers
are steady, sure-fir- e
who always turn in a good job. Gebhart and Woltjen receive strong support from reserves Shiel and Can-fiel-

Wesleyan supplying the opposition
The Battling Bishops come to Wooster
not boasting many outstanding sue
cesses, starting ott the season witn a
half dozen lettermen and some bright
freshman prospects they have not been
able to get started on the victory trail.
To date they have engaged in thirteen
contests but have won only four pf
them John Carroll, Case, Heidelberg, and Wabash (Ind.) college.
Ohio State, Akron, Western Reserve,
Ohio university. Mount Union, Mi
ami, Wittenberg, Muskingum, and
Baldwin Wallace have all taken Wesleyan over. The Bishops meet Denison
at Granville today (Thursday). '
Freshman Buttermore Stars
Captain Gene Quakenbush, Charley

Buttermore, and Norm Schweikert
have been furnishing the main scor
ing punch for the Red and Black.
Lutherans Have Lost Two
Buttermore, a freshman who played
So far this season Wittenberg has good ball for Massillon last year, has
dropped two decisions, one to Cincin- looked particularly good and is high-poinati by a single point, the other to
man. Schweikert and another
Muskingum by a field goal. The Luth- sophomore, Dick Travella, followed
erans have captured five battles, down- - their high school coach, Lars Wagner,
when he went from Toledo DeVilbuss
to Wesleyan as head mentor. Clint
Stevenson, a Norwalk boy, and Vern
Hurst round out the starting five. Cap
able reserves are Taravella, Mahlon,
a senior forward, and Bob Brentlinger
The Bishops are long overdue. They
possess
for a good basketball club. Gradually they are rounding into. shape as the scores of their
,v
more recent games show.
-V
d.
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Lack of Time
By

JACK REIS
Coach Mose Hole announced this
week that intramural basketball will
be held as in the past years in all
ways possible. This is contrary to his
previous announcement saying that
intramurals would be cancelled.

There are eight section teams scheduled for the annual tussle among those
not on the varsity list. Formerly there
were two leagues with some sections
contributing a team to both leagues.
The second league was discontinued
because of a shortage of men. The
eight sections in the contest are First,
Second, Third, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh,
Eighth and Ninth.
Freshmen Allowed to Play
Shortage of manpower in the sections has caused a change concerning
freshmen. They will be allowed to play
on the teams and this should prove to
be an asset for it increases the num
ber of fellows available. It also gives
the freshmen a chance to play which
he may not have again for quite a
while.
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Tonight Mose Hole's Wooster Scots ing Ohio Wesleyan, Marietta, and
attempt to crash back into the Findlay and shellacking the Dayton
win column when they play host to Flyers twice. This record is an impress sive One and proves that Wittenberg
Wittenberg college's
in Severance gym. This contest has come up with one of its best teams
will mark the eighteenth occasion on in recent years. The success of the
which the two schools have competed Lutherans may be partly attributed to
in basketball. Of the seyenteen played their new coach, Carl Schroeder.
to date, Wooster has taken ten of Schroeder had formerly tutored Mount
them. The Scots will also be seeking Union's frosh teams, sending up many
to keep alive their string of forty-eig- classy players to Coach Bob Wright's
consecutive victories on the varsity.
Scots Play Wesleyan Saturday
home floor in Ohio Conference games.
night finds another home
Saturday
the
This imposing record goes back to
game
the
Scot's slate with Ohio
on
1936 season.
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BASKETBALL LEAGUE
9:43 Every Night Scheduled
Feb. 1 Sec. 1 vs. Sec. 2
Monday,
Feb. 2 Sec. 1 vs. Sec. 9
Tuesday,
Wednesday, Feb. 3 Sec. 5 vs. Sec. 6
Feb. 4 Sec. 7 vs. Sec 2
Thursday,
Feb. 8 Sec. 5 vs. Sec. 8
Menday,
Tuesday,
Feb. 9 Sec. 1 vs. Sec. 3
Wednesday, Feb. 10 Sec. 2 vs. Sec. 7
Thursday,
Feb. 1 1 Sec. 9 vs. Sec 1
Monday,
Feb. 15 Sec. 2 vs. Sec. 3
Tuesday,
Feb. 1 6 Sec. 9 vs. Sec. 3
Wednesday, Feb. 17 Sec. 6 vs. Sec. 7
Feb. 18r-S- ec
Thursday,
8 vs. Sec. 1
Tuesday,
Feb. 23 Sec. 1 vs. Sec. 3
Wednesday, Feb. 24 Sec. 2 vs. Sec. 5
Feb. 23 Sec. 9 vs. Sec. 7
Thursday,
Friday,
Feb. 26 Sec. 6 vs. Sec. 8
Monday,
Mar. 1 Sec 3 vs. Sec. 5
Tuesday,
Mar. 2 Sec. 2 vs. Sec. 6
Wednesday, Mar. 3 Sec. 9 vs. Sec. 8
Thursday, Mar. 4 Sec. 7 vs. Sec. 1
Monday,
Mar. 8 Sec. 9 vs. Sec 6
Tuesday,
Mar. 9 Sec. 7 vs. Sec. 3
Wednesday, Mar. 10 Sec. 8 vs. Sec. 2
Thursday, Mar. 1 1 Sec. 1 vs. Sec 5
Monday,
Mar. 15 Sec. 5 vs. Sec. 7
Tuesday,
Mar. 16 Sec. 8 vs. Sec. 3
Wednesday, Mar.
6 vs. Sec 1
Thursday, Mar. 18 Sec. 2 vs. Sec 9

We service all makes of typewriters
Bever and North Streets

Phone 400

Here is more ingenuity from Freed- lander's. To state it briefly, it comes in
the form of costume jewelery. Never
before has jewelery been considered
with so much care and taste. Our costume jewelers have really rallied to the
cause and have given us some of the
cleverest and snappiest jewelery we've
ever seen or read about.
Plastics are taking their place
V
t
t
among the metals, imagine a clear
plastic bird with it's whole graceful
body set with rhinestones that stand
up proudly beside a couple of gayly
enameled metal lovebirds
colored
which are also set off by rhinestones.
Your mouth will water to see the
charming little leather victory gardens that are the most luscious look
ing vegetables you've ever seen. And to
think all you have to do is pin them
on your lapel.
Nothing can be lovelier with your
spring pastels than a string of irredes.
cent bubbles with bracelet and earrings
to match.
You'll fall in love with the gayety
and freshness of shell trinkets. There
is nothing like the delicacy of sea
shells to make your winter sweater look
like the very breath of spring.
Why don't you see for yourself?
And don't forget to notice the price,
you're going to be surprised at what
you can get for a dollar.
Carol Scott

,

'The theme of this article this

week

is cooperation with the war effort.

All games are scheduled for 2145
o'clock (9:45 p.m. to you). So sorry
girls but that seems to be the only
time available in these crowded days.
Games will be held every week, Monday through Thursday, until Mar. 18.

The

gym department, like every other de
partment, has been greatly affected by
the coming of the navy. The schedules
for wo mens classes as well as for extra,
curricular gym have been changed
and will be announced later.
At the WAA meeting last week
there was a petition presented and
passed which is now on its way to the
faculty of the college. This is the
petition: "The Physical Education
Department, at the suggestion of the
WAA and the Defense Council, wishes to recommend that a four year
program of required physical education become effective for women students at the College of Wooster

There will probably be no tourna
ment this year. Each section will meet
each other section only once. Thus the
section with most wins will be champion section of this year's intramural
basketball. If a tie in wins occurs, oth
er points will probably be. taken into
consideration. The tournament was
ruled out because of volleyball. As yet
volleyball season has not started, but
as soon as Mose can get the teams and
schedule arranged, the teams will see
action.

,
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Eidht Teams In
New Intramural
League
Schedule
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period of the war emergency." There-wamuch discussion about this petition, but it was finally decided that
such a plan would be definitely beneficial to all concerned.
In a little lighter vein, we mention
that the basketball tournament is start,
ing. In league I there are Soap Chips,
captained by Ginny Lewis, Hellions
under Nancy Campbell, Imps under
Ruth Kress, and Spuds under Jan
Bowen. League II , consists of Pyramids, with Dot Rumbold as captain,
Trumps with Nancy Helm, Peanuts
with Ginny Clark, Hunters with Lucille Hunter, and Streaks with Dorothy Atkinson.
The schedule runs as follows:
Wednesday, Feb. 3: 7 p.m. Pyramids
vs. Trumps; 9, Soap Chips vs. Hellions. Monday, Feb. 8: 7, Trumps vs.
Peanuts', 9, Hellions vs. Imps. Wednesday, Feb. 10: 7, Soap Chips vs. Spuds;
9, Hunters vs. Streaks. Monday, Feb.
15: 7,. Pyramids vs. Peanuts; 9, Soap
Chips vs. Imps. Wednesday, Feb. 17:
Pyramids vsStreaks 9,, Trumps vs.
Hunters; 9 (in the cage), Hellions
Feb. 24: 7,
vs.' Spuds. Wednesday,
Peanuts vs. Streaks; 9, Pyramids "vs.
Hunters'. Monday, Mar. 1 : 7, Trumps
vs. Streaks; 9, Imps vs. Spuds; 9, (in
cage) Peanuts vs. Hunters.
All juniors and seniors must have
their hearts checked at Hygeia before
they may play
in any tournament
games. The cage will be open for
practice from 9 till 10 on Feb. 3, 10,
15, 24. Any team desiring to play
another team not in the same league
may challenge them, and a game will
be planned.
The badminton doubles tournament
is ready for the finals to be played, be
tween Anne Fergvon, Gertrude Mar
tin, and Misses Bucjcalo and Jacobs.

s

Strong Teams Are Seen

The teams for this season should be
strong. Eliminating the second league
leaves a chance for strengthening the
squads. When some of the sections had
a team in each league, the better play
ers were scattered between both leagues.
Now with only one team to support it
should not be difficult to turn out a
good strong squad with lots of reserves.
Most of the sections are backing
their team with the usual vigor. Most
of the games should be close and ex
citing. This certainly will be true if
Monday's game is any indication of
what is to come. First section defeated
Second section, 17 to 16. It was a close
fight all the way with First dropping
in the winning points in the closing
seconds. We are fortunate to have
a league thisyear so let's back it to the
fullest extent.

Final
"

-

-

Wind-u- p

Sal e!
Manhattan Fancy Shirts

Quality

Reg. $2.50

$2.19

Airman Fancy Shirts

Quality

Reg. $1.95

$1.79

ALL NECKWEAR

REDUCED
ZZI Men's Wool
Values to 65c:

Socks
2 pr. $1.

.

;

Men's Wool Socks
79c pr.
Values

'

$1

THE
WAYIIE COUIITY
IIATIOIIAL BAIIK
CAPITAL and SURPLUS
600,000.00

Wayne County's

Suspenders
75c

All Elastic

Quality

59c

LEATHER JACKETS

REDUCED
Flannel Shirts Bright Plaids
$1.69 Values
$1.49

All Wool

Sweaters

Slip-ove- r

or
$3.95 Value
Crew

V-Ne-

ck

$3.49

Oldest and

JRerersiMe

Largest Bank

PARKA COATS

REDUCED
Established in 1843

HIGH ZlEiSttEE

"The Uniform Makes the Man" or so These Naval Cadets Hope

Senate Revise
Social Schedule

Red Cross Unil
Receives Blood

In Hygeia Hall

1

(Continued from Page 1)

v (Continued from Page

Below is a revised --schedule of
events for this semester. It necessarily
does not include a list of the basketball games, but people who are socially minded should find it useful.

.

,

May 10 Commencement
Persons wishing to donate blood
must be between 18 and 60 years of
age, and in good health. Simple tests Forum Continues Series;
are made to check his temperature,
Plans Faculty Meetings
pulse, blood pressure, and hemoglobin.
H i s general physical condition is The Sunday Evening Forum will
checked through a brief medical his- continue its series of discussions on
tory taken by the nurse, and the doc- the Post War World with a panel dis
tor will not accept a donor if there is cussion on China in the Post War1
World this Sunday, Febr-in-Sco- tt
inadvisable for him to give blood.
Auditorium at 7 p.m. Several misThe reason the donor does not eat sionaries from China will participate
for four hours previous is that it is in this discussion basing their viewimpossible for the laboratory then to point on their actual experiences and
process the blood, especially if the contacts which they had while in
donor has eaten fatty food such as China.
cream or butter.
group meetings
The student-facult- y
will
Sunday,
Feb.
begin
14 and at
plasma
dried
advantages
of
The
over whole blood is that it can be present are scheduled for a period of
shipped anywhere without deteriorat- three weeks. All students who have not
ing, can be stored at normal tempera- signed up for these groups as yet, and
ture, will last for years, and does not who wish to do so, may procure a card
have to be "typed" before transfusion. from Holden desk. Those students who
It is ready to be administered within have not turned in their cards are
10 or IS minutes after the need arises. urged to do so as soon as possible.

For Post Graduates
(Continued from Page 1)
are in many of the branches of the
--

L
Pictured are Cadets F.

L. Schoenberger, R. C. Saunders,

5

Dr. Vergilius T. A.

Ferm.
Tuesday, Feb. 9 Student Chapel;
Announcements.
Wednesday, Feb. 10 Dr. Wishart.
Thursday, Feb. 11 Rabbi Eisendrath.

John .and Jane come through well,
both with their papers and with their
Therefore, on Comexaminations.
mencement Day the Brain-Truteam,
along with the others' who have taken
honors, goes forth to meet the world
with not only the recognition of having been graduated "with distinction",
but also with the satisfaction of having successfully carried out independent study above and beyond the call
ofd uty.
st

..
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Columbia Masterwork
RECORD ALBUMS
SHOSTAKOVITCH

Symphony No.

1

$4.73

in F Maior Op. 10.

.............

MUSIC OF VICTOR HERBERT

$4.73

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony No. 5 In E Minor.

$5.78

....

MENDELSSOHN
Violin Concerto in E Minor Op. 64.

$4.73

ROSSINI

$2.63

William Tell Overture.

- TCHAIKOVSKY

$2.63

Overture 1812.

BEETHOVEN

.

ii.i..iiii.iiiit

$3.68

Symphony No. 8lnF Major.

$4.73

Grand Canyon Suite.
B1MSKY-KORSAKO- V

Scheherazade Op. 35.

......................

$5.78

BEETHOVEN .
Concerto No. 5 In E Flat Major.

$5.78

DVKAS

$2.63

Sorcererg Apprentice
GRIEG

$2.63

Peer Gynt Suite ito. 1.
SCHUBERT

$3.68

Symphony No. 8inB Minor.

.-

-

GRIEG

$4.73

Concerto in A Minor Op. 16.
USZT -- rTm-.m-.

Lei Preludes.

.

1

.i. iHiTrm

'5

,-$-

2.6-3

I

o

DVORAK

$6S6

Symphony No. 5 in Minor.
(From the New World)
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN SONGS

$2.89

NELSON EDDY

$3.68

Watch Repairing

George II.

Concert Favorites.
WINGS OVER JORDAN
Acappella Choir.

Jewelry

Latin

JEWELER
221

S3JS8

East Liberty St.

Parker Pens

'

Diamonds

All members are asked to be present
at a meeting of the French club, Feb.
9 at 7:13 in lower Babcock, for the
purpose of electing a new
to replace Geraldine Arnold who
did not return this semester.
Because of the lack of a quorum, the
election, which was previously scheduled to occur on Jan. 26, did not take
place.
After the business meeting, there
will be. an informal program of games
and songs.
vice-preside-

CLASSICAL

POPULAR RECORDS

79c

Select Valentines While
Our Stock is Complete

$US
53c

The GIFT CORNER

-

S. W. Corner of the Square

WOOSTER, OHIO
'

MRS. ADA ZUFALL
Distinctive Gifts
Costume Jewelry

227 E. LIBERTY.

W003TER. O.

school.
Northwestern university grants fellowships to those who have completed-.
one year of graduate work. Tutorial
fellowship and graduate assistantships
are also offered.
Smith college offers in the department of educational and child study
800
two fellowships amounting to
and three scholarships amounting to
$300.
Radcliffe college offers a graduate
fellowship for Northern Ohio amounting to 500. This is for any one work,
ing toward a Ph.D. or MA. degree
in any liberal art course.
Mac Murray college has seven graduate assistants for women teachers and
clinical workers interested in a MA.
degree.
Bryn Mawr college offers 20 resident fellowships amounting to 860,
graduate
scholarships
20 resident
amounting to 400, two special resident scholarships in French amount
scholing to. 400, and 6
arships amounting to 250.

Homan, Phyllis Ann Johnson, Robert " Mr. CarP F. Smucker, "the "district
Ray Johnson, Benton Claire Kline.
representative of the Department of
Lois Kolmorgen, Ruth Irene Kress, Public Welfare of the State of Ohio,
Olive McKenzie, Ruth Patricia Mark- will speak before the Sociology club
er, Margaret Elizabeth Martens, Mary at its next regular meeting on Feb. 8
Virginia Miller, Ernest Hathaway Mul-le- at the home of Prof, and Mrs. A. A.
r,

Johnston.
Although the specific title of Mr.
Smucker's talk is not yet known, it

Helen Mae Murray t Joel Fuller
Pratt, Nancy Lounsbury Ruth, Jean-nett- e
Landis Sprecker, Alfred Carl
Spreng, Marie Adele Thede, Elizabeth
Ellen Vaugh, Margaret Ann Welsh,
Edith Wheelock.

will deal with the social welfare problems in Ohio.

Sophomores: George Edwin Bell,
Carol May Bender, - Harriet Hawley
Calkins, Marcia Ruth Chandler, Ruth
Welty Coover, Ralph Judson Donaldson, Dorothy Dunlap, Frederick Wal-te- r
Evans, Margaret Hulse Goldsmith,
M. Guy Hardin, Kathryn Hauenstein,
Lois Marjorie Hayenga, Nancy Jane
Helm, i

International
"What are the characteristics of
the new members of Congress and

what issues are going to be before
them?!' will be one of the questions
discussed at a meeting of the International Relations club, Feb. 10 at 7:30
in lower Babcock.
Various other topics, such as the
bill -- and -- reciprocal trade
Priscilla Isobel Horger, Margaret
will also be discussed at the
treaties,
Jane King, Ellen Jane Kline, Lottie
Kornfeld, Virginia Arleen Kroehle, meeting.
Elizabeth Althea MacMillan, Betty
Student Fellowship
jane Marr, Margaret Modin Miller,
Virginia Jane Miller, Jean Ann Pierce,
Dr. Mary Z. Johnson will lead a
Jeanne Baldwin Roberts.
discussion on the form' of political
Robert Dickerson Ronsheim, Marion organization after the war, for the
Lovewell Saunders, Lois Ruth Scott, Student Fellowship at 9:30 Sunday
James Hopkins Stewart, Margaret morning, Feb. 7, in the Big Four
Louise Stoll, Betty Jane Stuckslager, room. This is one of a series of discusEsther Faris Swinney,1 Fredericka sions on "Christians in a Post War
Thomas, Joan Ella Twitchejl, Phyllis World". Last Saturday there was a stuJean Uher, Helen Ruth vanden dent discussion on the role of the
Bosch, Virginia Rose Wach, Mary church in the war.
"
Jane West.
lend-lease-

.

-

Eta Sigma Phi

Freshmen: Martha Jane' Brosius,
Elizabeth Edna Burket, Wilma Dorothy Conover, Barbara Joan Cooper,
Dorothy Dean, Portia Lucille Desen-berRuth Lilian Fenker, Vergil Hark-nes- s
Ferm, Carl Robert Forsberg,
Eleanor Jean Hadley, Beatrice Jane
Hannum, Carol May Herndon,

Eta Sigma Phi held its first meeting of the year Monday night in lower
Babcock.' At this meeting Ruth Allen
was elected social chairman to fill the
vacancy left by Geraldine Morton who
was graduated. A formal initiation was
held for Dorothy Pearson and Grayce
Suzanne Brittain, the two new members.
g,

Paul Sheldon Johnson,
Young Johnston,JBettyJaneKnox,
Wilber Harvey Lyon, James Pettys
Myers, Stanwood Partenheimer, Martha Louise Purdy, William Louise
Purdy, William Edward Rowland, Margaret Marie Shreve, Dorothy Jean
Taylor, Henry Trapp, Harold Leroy
VanDusen, Barbara Ann Voorhis,
Lilamay ' Walkden, Margaret Elian
Warner,' James Leroy Weygandt, Lois
Ann Wie'and, Rodney Stark

THE Corporation
"The Managerial

Revolution" by
James Burnham, was discussed "at a
meeting of THE Corporation. Wednesday evening, Feb. 3. The question, "Is
capitalism doomed?" was the leading
topic of discussion. .
Burnham's book has been widely
read, and is said to be of deep significance.

Greeting Cards

Spring "Spirit Lifter'II

New Suit
"Gabardine"
"Tweeds"

-

"Twills"
"Checks"
-

-

-

The Y.M.C.A. will hold its first
meeting Monday, Feb. 15 in the Big
Four room at 8 p.m. A movie will be
shown on National Basketball with
Coach "Mose" Hole as the guest
speaker and all fellows interested are
urged to attend.
At the Cabinet meeting held last
Monday evening, plans were discussed
for
boys' bowling on Satur
day afternoon. The ultimate goal of
the Y.M.C.A. is to form a bowling
league among the fellows as a means
of extending a somewhat Jax intra
mural program
- Since it has been requested by na
tidhal authorities lhaf "Y.M.C.A.'l 6n
campus where the Navy has stations
Tells
should supply some spiritual program '43 Version of
for the boys, the Y.M.C.A. is consid
Aspiring Song Writers
ering plans to hold a Sunday morning
(Continued from Page 1)
forum for the Navy
candiAre
Men", presented that year was redates. Faculty and student leaders
with great enthusiasm and the
ceived
be
would
.asked to cooperate.
.custom became a traditionThe chorus "Gum Shoe Hop" which
is sung at the end of every Hop revue
originated in 1939 with "Number
The Student Senate will hold an
Please" and was written by Jim Wise,
election to replace sophomore senator
twice a script-write- r
for the Hop.
Arthur Palmer, who leaves for the
be
Tickets
will
sale in the Stuon
army on Friday, Feb. 1 2. Petitions
dent
lounge
Wednesday
Union
and
containing the required 35 names will
Thursday
10
Feb.
afternoons,
and
be due Monday, Feb. 8, at chapel time
and primaries will be held on Tuesday, 11, from 12:45 to 2:30. About 125
tickets will go on sale downtown at
Feb. 9, from 8:30 to 4.
There will be a vie dance Saturday Frank Wells Rexall drugstore, Wed.,
evening, Feb. 6, after the basketball Feb. 10.
game
all-colle-

ge

non-reside-

"Sociology

COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS
SEMI-CLASSICA- L

nt

.

sophomores tied for a third
However, the sophomores and sen
iors lead the second honor roll with
no grades below "B", while the fresh
men and juniors fall behind.
The following students have received
the highest grade, "A" in each study
pursued the first semester 1942-4- 3
in
The College of --Wooster. .. '
Seniors: Robert Wallace Edwards,
Ruth Gertrude Gilbert, Julian Frank
Johnson, Albert Paul Linnell.
Juniors: Edith Catherine Beck', Ag
nes Crouse Dungan, Robert Stanton
Kendall, Margaret May Neely, Ruth
Evelyn Rawson, Mary Elizabeth Stein,
er, Carolyn Louise Trump, Eleanor
Ann Webster.
Sophomores: Betty Lou Dickens,
Margaret Anne Fisher, Helen Eleanor
Fruend, Margaret Ethel Rath.
Freshmen: Carol Louise Gordon,
Mary Ellen McCarron, Mildred Moore,
Jean Grace Nau, John Clifford Purdy,
Richard Dean Yoder.
The following students received no
grade below "B" in any studies the
first semester 1942-4- 3
in The College
of Wooster.
Seniors: Robert Olin August, Roger
Seaton Beck, Robert Patterson Bore-lanGrayce Louise Brittain, William
Lewis Buchholtz, Franklin Junior Conrad, Russell Dean Cope, Horace Allison Dutton, Harold Roy Grady, William James Hail, Anne Mary Harms,
Ethel Mae Kaufman.
Mary Jo Kibler, Elizabeth Margaret
MacPhee, John Otto Mellin, Henry
Chalfant Miller, Marjorie Ruth Mills,
Alice Louise Neff, Grace Ohki, Eileen
Palmer, Gloria Ellen Parker, Eliza
beth Margaret Py, James Matthew
Relph, Loa G. Russell.
Lucie Simon, Martha Jane Stark,
Jack Strang, Jean Margaret Stratton,
Fannie M, Tekushan, Marjorie Beth
Thomas, Robert Gilmore Thomas, Al
ice Jane Walker, June Rose Whitmer.
Juniors: Grace Elizabeth Agricola,
Ruth Esther Allen, Jane Ruth Atkinson, William Prescott Benson, Alice
Burns, Robert Roy Ford, Ruth Con-suelGarvin,
Elizabeth
Gourley,
Mary Betty Hammond, Eleanor. Ruth
d,

GROFE1
.

Plans Students'
Bowling Inlramurals

Y M

French

sive
which they have studied.

The freshmen were second with all
"A" ratings and the seniors and

CLUBS

Go

(Continued from Page 1)
field than the special problems

Juniors Hold Lead

Courtesy Wooitcr Daily Record

.

Honors May Come
Or Honors May

CHAPEL

Friday, Feb.

T. L. Shively, H. M. Schroeder, and V. T, Schwallie receiving uniforms from Prof. DeVeny.

'

'

By MARY ISABEL LOVE

AT?&Htf I

.

--

Eight juniors with all "A" ratings
ead the Wooster classes in the honor
roll for the first semester of this year.

RELEASES

.

4

Offer Scholarships

For Honor Ratings

UTST

1)

,

.

A

'

there is scarcely any music, ancient or
modern, which .she cannot interpret
in a state ot
. . left the audience
clarity of
wonderful
her
amazement at
fingering and her pedal technique."
Miss Krehm's teachers in piano were
Norah Drewitt de Kresz and Viggo
Kihl at the Toronto Conservatory of
Music. On the advice of the famous
English composer, Sir Granville Ban- tock, she undertook a comprehensive
training in harmony, strict counterpoint and composition with Dr. Healey
William. A thorough background was
rounded out by the study of ensemble
playing and accompanying.
There were many discouraging ob
the
stacles to be surmounted-befor- e
three coveted awards were hers". But
the national career which followed in
their wake is the star to which years
ago Miss Krehm hitched her wagon
. a star that, in the concert field,
casts greater brilliance each succeeding season.

(Continued from Pg 1) "
suffering from shock following injur
ies, hemorrhage, or burns.
Feb. 5 Spud party
Donors are not allowed to eat for
5
Korner Klub Open House
four hours before the blood is taken,
5
Crandalls Open House
but the Red Cross furnishes sandwiches
6 Seventh section tea dance
and other food which is given to them
and dinner
immediately afterwards. One pint of
12
Pyramid dance
blood is taken from each donor and
12 & 13 Gum Shoe Hop
about 45 minutes are required to com
13 Arrow tea dance
plete the operation.
26 Dominoes dance
26 Frosh forum party
To obtain the blood the donor lies
down on a cot and the arm is cleansed Mar. 5 Sphinx dance
5 Trumps informal
at the elbow with iodine and alcohol.
A drop of novocaine is injected to
Prom
12 Sophomore-Junio- r
prevent any pain. The doctor then in
11, 12, 13 "Arsenic and Old
troduces a hollow needle into the vein
Lace"
and through the small tube attached
19 Hoover formal
the blood flows into a bottle. At the
26 Third section formal
end of the donation, a sterile dressing Apr. 9 Seventh section formal
is applied and the donor rests for
16
Spring formal
ten minutes.
"

Ida Krehm Will
Present Concert
Of Piano Music

-

Beulah Bechtel
NEXT TO SCHINE'S

nt

Hop

Of

pre-flig-

ht

Senate Holds Elections

from9-tlJnJowerJ$abcoc-

k.

Phi Sigma Iota
Phi Sigma Iota , will hold its next
regular meeting on Monday at 7:30
p.m. in Babcock lounge, at which Prof
Pauline Ihrig will discuss the romantic
heroine in the plays, of the early
nineteenth century. The pathos of th(
situation Vand the attitude toward re
ligion will be some of the character
istics that will be brought out.

Win your way into her
heart by a Valentine of
any one of our enchant
ing Faberge perf umesj
colognes and bath pow
,

ders.
Priced From

1.00 to

Y.W.C.A.

WOODHUE

At the next meeting of the Y.W
which will be held Feb. 10 in Babcoc!
lounge at 7 p.m., Mrs. Ellsworth will
speak on the subject "Child Psychol

students.
CHAMBRAY

ogy'l.,

TIGRESS

for men and
women, preferred by College

A tea is being planned to which th
senior Girl Reserves of the Wooster
high, school 'wilt, .be. jnvited. ..The date
for theA tea has not yet been an
nounced.

Sigma- - Delta- - Pi

3.00

7

The meeting of Sigma Delta Pi will
be held on Feb. 10, at the home
Dr. Ruth Richardson. Connie Garvin
will read a paper on Pan American
ism. This will initiate a series of meet.
ings on LatinAmerican relations.

for dainty

clothes.

Subtle, spicy, pre
for furs.
STRA WHAT breezy, tantal- -

ferably
--

'---

tting.-

r-

APHRODISIA
Naughty as a
net stocking.
All perfumes Extraordinaire
(Extraordinary strength)

Annats

GREETING CARDS
There Are Brownie Blockprints
One-Hal- f

Price

NOW FOR A SHORT TIME ONLY

Woolcraf t Shop
S.E. Corner Public Square '
SATURDAYS WB CLOSE AT

6

Phone
P.M.

965--

W

V

r

